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Becoming a Critically 
Reflective Teacher 

“One of the hardest 
things teachers have 
to learn is that 
sincerity of their 
intentions does not 
guarantee the purity 
of their practice.”



Brookfield’s 
Reflective 

Practice

• Brookfield’s critically reflective praxis
• Increases the chance of taking informed 

actions
• Springs from researched experiences
• Underpinned by a clear rationale
• Increases the chance of achieving the 

desired consequence



Critical Reflection –
One Course at a Time

• The process for course assessment 
takes the form of an End of Course 
Reflection at my institution.

• The methodology mirrors that of 
Brookfield’s critical reflective 
praxis.



Continuous Improvement – One Course at a 
Time
Process for course 
reflection based 
on Brookfield’s 
reflective praxis

In-depth reflection 
on one course per 

semester

University-wide 
data collection: 

Participation rates

Trends and 
implication for 

faculty 
development

Assessment and 
university planning



Continuous Improvement – One 
Course at a Time

• Process 
• At the end of the semester, faculty choose one course 

that they taught during the semester
• Faculty complete a questionnaire 

• What will you keep, change, or delete in your 
course?

• Name a course outcome and give evidence of 
achievement or not.

• How have you integrated Mercy values?
• Resources needed to implement any changes



Continuous Improvement –
One Course at a Time
• In depth reflection on one course vs. accountability for all 

courses
• Faculty choice

• 3 week time frame to respond
• Executive Summary – Shared with academic administration and 

schools
• Executive Summary - Posted on assessment webpage

• Individual responses used for promotion and tenure evidence of 
professional development



Reflection Questions

What do you 
want to keep 

doing?

What do you 
want to do 
differently?

What do you 
want to stop 

doing?



Keep the Same in the Course

1. Course Assignments

2. Course Content

3. Real Life Applications/ Teaching Strategy



Change in the Course

1. Course Assignments

2. Keep everything the same

3. Course Content



Delete in the Course

1. Nothing

2. Other (not listed)

3. Course Assignments



Continuous Improvement – All Focus Areas
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Bloom’s Taxonomy

Application level of 
Thinking

1

Matches focus on 
applications and 
real-life examples

2

Understanding level 
of Thinking – See 
types of courses 
selected

3



TYPES OF COURSES SELECTED FOR REFLECTION



Continuous Improvement – Evidence of Student Learning



Evidence of 
Student 

Learning

• Benchmarking used extensively
• Prompt:

• Example: 85% of students were able to 
demonstrate all characteristics of oral 
presentations at the achieved level. These 
characteristics included: Good beginning, 
clear outline and presentation of content, 
eye contact and engagement of audience, 
effective use of voice, preparation of media 
that aided and did not distract the 
audience, and effective summary and 
conclusion.



Continuous Improvement – Mercy Values



Mercy Values

• Values Integration 
information: Data chart and 
examples of integration 
shared with the  University’s 
Office of Mission Integration



Faculty - Resources 
Needed 
• Resource Priority
• Differences between full time and 

adjunct faculty
• Most responders did not need 

additional resources to make 
proposed changes.

Resource FT Faculty
(72)

Per Course 
Faculty (55)

Technology 
Stability, 
training, 
resources

5 9

Time and Effort 4 7

None needed/ 
no answer 24 24



In-depth 
improvement

• Repeated reflection occurred in 191 courses 
over the 4 semester time frame. 



In-depth improvement

Approximately 
50% of full-time 

faculty submitted 
an EOC reflection 

each semester. 

Approximately 
70% of full-time 

faculty submitted 
at least 3 EOC 

reflections over 4 
semesters.



In-Depth Improvement

1 2 3 4 5
Total 90 72 48 76 4
FT Faculty 5 16 20 46 4
Per Course Faculty 85 56 28 30 0
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Other Demographic 
Information
• School Affiliation
• How many semesters faculty member 

taught the selected course
• Status of faculty member: Full-time, 

adjunct, part-time, FT staff
• Level of course selected
• Modality of course: Online, hybrid, face-

to-face, laboratory
• Type of course: Writing Intensive, Service 

Learning



Samples of Survey and Executive Summaries

See Handout
Go to 

https://georgian.edu/assessment-
of-student-learning/

https://georgian.edu/assessment-of-student-learning/


Conclusion

• Critical reflection, as suggested by 
Brookfield, applied to one course at a 
time, can yield continuous 
improvement for overall instruction, 
give evidence of student learning, and 
assist the university in planning for 
instructional resources and faculty 
development. 
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Instructions   

Please choose ONE course taught this semester that you will teach again.  Answer all questions to
the best of your ability.  The responses to this survey will be used as evidence of course
assessment, and will guide future faculty development.  The questions related to Mercy Core Values
integration, will be shared with the Mission Unit.  Shared data will be aggregate with no individual
identifiers.

Introduction

End of Course Reflection Survey - Summer  2018

1. What is your LAST name?

2. What is your FIRST name?

3. Name of the Course selected for this Survey.

4. What is the course ID?  Example EN111*

1



End of Course Reflection Survey - Summer  2018

5. What is the type of this course?  (Choose one)

Undergraduate General Education

Required Major course (Undergraduate)

Required Major course (Graduate)

Elective course (Undergraduate)

Elective course (Graduate)

Non-credit course

6. How often have you taught this course?

First time teaching this course.

1 - 3 terms teaching this course.

4 - 6 terms teaching this course.

More than 6 terms teaching this course.

End of Course Reflection Survey - Summer  2018
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7. What is your School Identification?

School of Arts and Sciences

School of Business and Digital Media

School of Education

Don't Know

8. What is your status as an instructor at GCU?

Full time salaried instructor

Part-time salaried instructor

Adjunct or per-course faculty

Full time Staff/ adjunct instructor

9. How was this course taught?  (Modality)

Lecture - Face to Face

Hybrid - partially online

Fully online

Laboratory course

Lecture and Lab combination 

Experiential Learning: internship, clinical, field experience,
practice teaching

10. Is this an approved writing-intensive (WI) course?

Yes

No

11. Is this a course that offers service-learning?

Yes

No

End of Course Reflection Survey - Summer  2018
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12. Think of ONE thing that you will keep doing in the same way when you teach this course again.  Select
the topic category for this question and write out your response in the next question.

Course Content

Course Assignments

Course Assessment

Use of Technology

Real-Life Application and Examples

Use of External Resources

Teaching Strategy

Adaptation of course to meet students' needs. 

Other-Category is not listed. 

I will keep everything the same. 

13. Think of ONE thing that you will keep doing in the same way when you teach this course again. Write
your answer that matches the topic category you chose above.

End of Course Reflection Survey - Summer  2018

14. Think of ONE thing that you will change when you teach this course again. Select the topic category for
this question and write out your response in the next question.

Course Content

Course Assignments

Course Assessment

Use of Technology

Real-Life Application and Examples

Use of External Resources

Teaching Strategy

Adaptation of course to meet students' needs.

Other-Category not listed.

I will keep everything the same. 

4



15. Think of ONE thing that you will change when you teach this course again. Write your answer that
matches the topic category you chose above.

End of Course Reflection Survey - Summer  2018

16. Think of ONE thing that you will stop doing when you teach this course again. 
Select the topic category for this question and write out your response in the next question.

Course Content

Course Assignments

Course Assessment

Use of Technology

Real-Life Application and Examples

Use of External Resources

Teaching Strategy

Adaptation of course to meet students' needs.

Other - Category is not listed.

I will keep everything the same.

17. Think of ONE thing that you will stop doing in the same way when you teach this course again. Write
your answer that matches the topic category you chose above.

5



End of Course Reflection Survey - Summer  2018

18. Choose ONE learning outcome or objective that you deemed most important for this course as stated
on the course syllabus. Provide the outcome/objective below. In the next question, you will be asked to
state what evidence of student learning showed that this outcome/objective was met or not met.  Example:
Students will develop effective oral presentations following the model of Erik Palmer's “Well Spoken”
through three opportunities for in class presentations and feedback from instructor and peers. (See
http://pvlegs.com/about/) 

19. From the ONE learning outcome or objective that you deemed most important for this course as stated
on the course syllabus, state what evidence of student learning showed that this outcome/objective was
met or not met. Be as specific as possible. Example: 85% of students were able to demonstrate all
characteristics of oral presentations at the achieved level. These characteristics included: Good beginning,
clear outline and presentation of content, eye contact and engagement of audience, effective use of voice,
preparation of media that aided and did not distract the audience, and effective summary and conclusion.

End of Course Reflection Survey - Summer  2018
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20. Which one of the GCU Mercy Core Values did you deliberately stress and integrate into this course?
Choose only one - and in the next questions describe how you incorporated this value in teaching the
course.

Compassion

Respect

Service

Justice

Integrity

No Mercy Core Value stressed in this class.

21. Given the Mercy Core Value chosen above, explain how you deliberately stressed this value in teaching
this course. Also, give evidence of how the students demonstrated this value (or not) in the course.

End of Course Reflection Survey - Summer  2018

22. From your previous assessment of this course, what did you do differently this time? Was this action
influenced by student feedback (SIR II)? How did your actions this term affect student learning?

23. From your answers above, what resources will you need to implement any projected changes to the
course chosen for this reflection?

24. Are there any additional comments you would like to add to this survey?
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